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A Comparison of the Embedding Method to
Multi-Parametric Programming, Mixed-Integer
Programming, Gradient-Descent, and Hybrid
Minimum Principle Based Methods
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and Raymond A. DeCarlo, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—In recent years, the embedding approach for solving
switched optimal control problems has been developed in a series
of papers. However, the embedding approach, which advanta-
geously converts the hybrid optimal control problem to a classical
nonlinear optimization, has not been extensively compared to
alternative solution approaches. The goal of this paper is thus to
compare the embedding approach to multi-parametric program-
ming, mixed-integer programming (e.g., CPLEX), and gradient-
descent based methods in the context of five recently published
examples: a spring-mass system, moving-target tracking for a
mobile robot, two-tank filling, DC-DC boost converter, and skid-
steered vehicle. A sixth example, an autonomous switched 11-
region linear system, is used to compare a hybrid minimum
principle method and traditional numerical programming. For a
given performance index for each case, cost and solution times are
presented. It is shown that there are numerical advantages of the
embedding approach: lower performance index cost (except in
some instances when autonomous switches are present), generally
faster solution time, and convergence to a solution when other
methods may fail. In addition, the embedding method requires no
ad hoc assumptions (e.g., predetermined mode sequences) or spe-
cialized control models. Theoretical advantages of the embedding
approach over the other methods are also described: guaranteed
existence of a solution under mild conditions, convexity of the
embedded hybrid optimization problem (under the customary
conditions on the performance index), solvability with traditional
techniques (e.g., sequential quadratic programming) avoiding
the combinatorial complexity in the number of modes/discrete
variables of mixed-integer programming, applicability to affine
nonlinear systems, and no need to explicitly assign discrete/mode
variables to autonomous switches. Finally, common misconcep-
tions regarding the embedding approach are addressed including
whether it uses an average value control model (no), whether
it is necessary to “tweak” the algorithm to obtain bang-bang
solutions (no), whether it requires infinite switching to implement
embedded solution (no), and whether it has real-time capability
(yes).
I. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid and switched systems have modes of operation.
Switches can be controlled or autonomous. In much of the
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literature, all such modes are labeled with discrete variables.
Solution of these problems has been carried out by a number of
optimization algorithms including mixed-integer programming
(MIP) [1] and variants of gradient-descent methods [2], [3],
[4], [5]. Various implementations of MIP exist, including aca-
demic [6] and commercial (CPLEX) [7] solvers. In addition,
MIP has been combined with a set of approximations and
affine control parameterizations to produce multi-parametric
programming (MPP) [6], [8]. An optimization algorithm not
evaluated in this work but of importance is relaxed dynamic
programming for switched systems [9], [10], [11].
In 2005, an embedding approach was developed by Bengea
and DeCarlo [12] and later extended in [13], [14] to a special
subclass of autonomous switches. The embedding approach
converts the switched hybrid optimal control problem to a
classical continuous optimal control problem. The latter can be
converted into a nonlinear programming problem through dis-
cretization and solved using sequential-quadratic programming
(SQP) for example. This approach has been successfully used
in a variety of applications including power management of
hybrid electric vehicles [15] and fuel cell hybrid vehicles [16],
mobile robot slip control [17], and real-time switching control
of DC-DC converters [18], [19], [20], [21].
The goal of this paper is to compare and evaluate the
convergence time, resulting performance index costs, and
requirements (e.g., requisite assumptions) of these approaches
and algorithms in the context of six recently published exam-
ples:
(i) spring-mass system [8],
(ii) a mobile robot [2],
(iii) two-tank system [3],
(iv) a dc-dc boost converter [9],
(v) skid-steered vehicle [22], [23], and
(vi) autonomously switched system with 11 state space re-
gions [4], [5].
Unless otherwise specified, we pair the embedding methodol-
ogy and MIP solvers with the model-predictive control (MPC)
paradigm so they can be compared to MPP. Furthermore,
for simplicity we refer to CPLEX as a separate optimization
methodology to distinguish it from MIP implementation in [6].
In example (i) we compare the embedding approach to MPP,
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MIP [6], and CPLEX and then repeat the experiment for
a parameter change that more closely resembles a practical
example with a reasonable controller bandwidth. For examples
(ii) and (iii) we compare the embedding method to gradient-
descent based methods in [2], [3], and in example (iv) we
compare the embedding approach to MPP, MIP [6], and
CPLEX using the available information in [9]. For example (v)
we replicate the results in [22], [23] since their method is an
application of the embedding approach. Finally, for example
(vi) we show that the minimum principle solution approach
in [4] and traditional numerical programming compare favor-
ably since the problem is one of autonomous switches that do
not require a mode designation per se as described in [13].
Although a special case of the embedding method, we note
that there are possible advantages of explicitly parameterizing
the autonomous switches.
The example comparisons (which are reproducible) delin-
eated in the subsequent sections, show that at least in the
context of the examples studied herein, the embedding method
is easy to implement, often has faster convergence, achieves
lower costs, and avoids the need for simplifying assumptions
or approximate models. Some of the attributes of the embed-
ding approach are that it does not require the use of predefined
switching sequences, the generation of offline controller maps,
or ad hoc assumptions on continuous time controls such as a
single constant control over extended prediction horizons [9].
An additional attribute is that the embedding method allows
for nonlinear affine systems (those linear in the continuous
time control) in contrast to [8], [9] that requires a piecewise
linear-affine approximation1. Finally, for affine systems the
embedding approach theoretically guarantees existence of a
solution under appropriate convexity of the integrand of the
performance index.
II. EMBEDDING APPROACH DESCRIPTION
Details of the embedding method have been set forth in [12],
[13], [15], [16], [24], [25], [26]. This subsection describes the
relationship of the embedded and switched system models and
that of the associated switched optimal control problems.
The embedded model of a (possibly nonlinear) switched
system takes the form
x˙(t) =
dv∑
ζ=1
vζ(t)fζ (x(t), uζ(t)), x(t0) = x0 (1)
subject to
dv∑
ζ=1
vζ(t) = 1 (2)
where (i) x(t) ∈ Rn is the continuous state; (ii) uζ(t) ∈ Rm
is the mode-specific continuous control input that is assumed
to be a measurable function; (iii) vζ ∈ [0, 1] (ζ = 1, ..., dv) is
a measurable function that controls mode activation according
1In the latest implementation of the MPP method [6] the authors caution
against using general nonlinear models.
to (2)2; and (iv) fζ(x, u) : Rn × Rm → Rn is a piecewise
C1 vector field where the potential discontinuity accounts for
a special subclass of autonomous switches. See Appendix A
for details. Using the embedded formulation given above with
vζ ∈ [0, 1] (ζ = 1, . . . , dv), the embedded performance index
(PI) is defined as
J(t0, tf , x0,uζ . . . , vζ . . .) = g(t0, x0, tf , x(tf ))
+
tf∫
t0
dv∑
ζ=0
vζ(t)F
0
ζ (x(t), uζ(t)) dt
(3)
This leads to the embedded optimal control problem (EOCP):
min
uζ∈Ω,vζ∈[0,1],ζ∈{1,...,dv}
J(t0, tf , x0, uζ . . . , vζ . . .) (4)
subject to (1)-(2), boundary conditions defined as (t0, x(t0)) ∈
T0 ×B0 and (tf , x(tf )) ∈ Tf ×Bf where T0 × B0 ⊆ Rn+1
and Tf × Bf ⊆ Rn+1 are compact initial and final value
sets, uζ(t) ∈ Ω with Ω ⊆ Rm both compact and convex set,
and any other constraints on the controls or state; generally
we require that any additional constraints leave the admissible
control regions convex. The EOCP is a classical optimiza-
tion problem solvable using existing nonlinear programming
algorithms; this avoids the search and optimize iterations
(combinatorial complexity) associated with mixed-integer pro-
gramming approaches. Finding bang-bang solutions, when
they exist, is generally not problematic because non-bang-
bang solutions require that two or more of the largest mode-
specific Hamiltonians be equal as described in [2], which
is uncommon. Typically then, the numerical algorithm will
naturally converge to a solution that is bang-bang almost
everywhere. To guarantee existence of a solution to the EOCP,
we additionally assume that the set of vector fields are affine
in the continuous control variable, i.e.,
fζ(x, u0) = Aζ(x) +Bζ(x) · uζ (5)
and the integrands, F 0ζ (x, uζ), of the performance index are
convex in uζ for each (t, x).
If the switched optimal control problem (SOCP), i.e.,
vζ(t) ∈ {0, 1} and u(t) = uζ(t) for all ζ, has a solution,
it is a solution of the EOCP except possibly in the following
isolated case: there is a terminal constraint set and an optimal
solution reaches the terminal constraint set at a point on its
boundary. In this rare and easily fixed case, it is possible (but
not necessarily true) that the SOCP solution is bounded away
from the solution to the EOCP; in this case, the SOCP cost is
bounded above the EOCP cost. The “fix” is to simply cover the
terminal state constraint set with a slightly larger open set; this
would result in a “new” SOCP solution with cost equal to the
EOCP solution. The only example in this paper with a terminal
constraint set is in Section III-A, a spring mass system, and
we construct a switched solution via the embedding approach
meeting the terminal conditions with a cost lower than MPP as
2Note that if vζ(t) ∈ {0, 1} and u(t) = uζ(t) for all ζ , the original
switched system is recovered since (2) forces precisely one mode to be
selected. The key to the usefulness of the embedded formulation is that the
trajectories of the switched system (vζ (t) ∈ {0, 1} and u(t) = uζ(t)) are
dense in the trajectories of the embedded system [12].
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published in [8] and MIP solutions from the multi-parametric
toolbox (MPT) [6] and CPLEX [7].
Thus for the models studied in the examples of this paper,
the EOCP always has a solution and if the associated SOCP
has a solution, the SOCP solution is one of the possibly non-
unique solutions given by the optimal solution space of the
EOCP. The SOCP may not have a solution in the sense that
there is no minimum of the performance index over the set
{0, 1} due for example to constraints; in this case, the EOCP
solution is the infimum over the set {0, 1}. (Thus the MPP
and MIP approaches are infeasible when there does not exist
a solution.) Only when there does not exist a SOCP solution
would one approximate the EOCP solution with a switched
solution using finite-time switching; this is always possible
since the switched system trajectories are dense in the em-
bedded system trajectories. Bengea and DeCarlo [12] provide
a construction for approximating the EOCP solution with an
SOCP trajectory to any given precision using the Chattering
Lemma; practically speaking the duty cycle interpretation is
often adequate. A brief study of projection methods is set forth
in [27]. All duty cycle interpretations only require finite-time
switching. Finally, we point out that when the SOCP does
NOT have a solution, i.e., the performance index does not
have a minimum over the class of switched systems, the costs
associated with the embedded solution and the projection of
that solution via a duty cycle interpretation onto the feasible
set {0, 1}, (PWM solution) are virtually identical [18], [20],
[21].
In general, the SOCP is not convex. The EOCP is convex for
the reasonable conditions set forth in Bengea and DeCarlo [12]
which are satisfied by the formulations in this paper. If the
SOCP does not have a solution as described previously, then
mixed-integer programming approaches are ill-posed. On the
other hand, since the EOCP is convex and there are no integer
variables (even in the presence of autonomous switches) and
since it always has a solution under mild conditions, the
EOCP can be solved using classical nonlinear programming
techniques such as sequential quadratic programming (SQP).
One of the observations of this paper is that MIP methods
fail even for some of the simple examples tested here due
to combinatorial complexity; instead the embedding approach
always finds a solution and is typically faster. The commer-
cially available CPLEX favorably compares to the embedding
approach in speed if the number of integer variables is not too
large; when there are autonomous switches it sometimes also
achieves slightly lower cost.
Finally, we point out to the reader that our implementation
of the embedding method uses the Optimization Toolbox (the
fmincon function) in MATLAB. The Optimization Toolbox is
widely available and has a reasonably good engine, although
other engines are known to be better. However, the MATLAB
implementation has a considerable I/O overhead3. Thus our
results do not reflect the full power and achievable speed of the
embedding method; but they do provide a reasonable reference
for future evaluations. As such, the experiments should be
3Our currently unpublished control work on a naval power system indicates
that if the overhead is removed, fmincon solution times can be reduced up to
an order of magnitude.
easily reproducible using commonly available software.
A. Common Concerns about the Embedding Approach
One common misconception is that the embedding method
averages the vector fields of the switched system similar to
the Filippov method in variable structure control (VSC). In
VSC, Filippov’s method is used to determine a solution to a
differential equation whose right hand side is discontinuous
on a sliding manifold or discontinuity surface due to infinitely
fast switching in the control. Filippov’s method forms a convex
combination of two vector fields (1−α)f++αf− and chooses
the variable α to achieve an “average” value consistent with
a tangent plane to the discontinuity surface [28]. This is not
the case in the embedded optimal model where the equivalent
of α is a control variable to be chosen so that a performance
metric is minimized.
Similarly, the boost and buck converter literature considers
time scale separation and linearization about an operating
point(s) to obtain an “average value model”. On the other
hand, the embedding method uses the original model and
simply forms a convex combination of the vector fields to
create a solution space in which the original problem can be
solved. Nowhere is the model averaged in regards to time
scales or operating points [18], [19], [20], [21] as illustrated
in Section III-D.
Another question concerns guaranteeing that the solutions
generated by the optimization algorithm are bang-bang. In
general, it is not necessary to tweak the algorithm. Non-bang-
bang solutions, in say a two mode system, require that the
Hamiltonians in each mode of operation be equal numerically
[12] over a time interval of non-zero measure; such solutions
are called singular because the equality of the Hamiltonians
causes a specific function (within a convex combination of
the Hamiltonians) given in [12] to be identically zero on a
time interval of non-zero measure. Equal Hamiltonians and
existence of solutions were not considered in, e.g., [29], [30].
While this occurs rarely in general, it is more frequent when
constraints are imposed on the switching set that must remain
convex, as in the work of this paper. In a 3 mode or greater
system such as in [27], two or more Hamiltonians can be
equal, but if one of the many is “larger”, then the solution
is bang-bang. However, as stated earlier, bang-bang solutions
are not necessary since non-bang-bang solutions can always
be approximated arbitrarily well with bang-bang solutions.
Another issue arises when v is not in the set {0, 1}. A value
of v that minimizes the performance index in the interior (0, 1)
does NOT mean that the SOCP fails to have a solution or
that infinite switching is required to implement the solution.
In [12], the value of v is computed for the example in [31]
which is shown to have an infinite number of bang-bang
solutions for v = 0.5. In that example, v = 0.5 is shown to
mean that one must spend equal amounts of time in each mode.
Thus a duty cycle interpretation often used for a projection
method is consistent with known theoretical properties [12].
A comment similar to others discussed above argues that the
method allows one to use classical SQP, or that the embedding
problem is nothing more than a classical nonlinear optimiza-
tion. As pointed out above, that is precisely why one wants
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to use the embedding method, because it completely avoids
the combinatorial complexity of mixed-integer programming.
As we will see in the examples to follow, mixed-integer
programming is generally slow and often does not converge.
B. A Synopsis of the MPP Approach
The MPP approach starts with a (discrete time) piecewise
affine model of the system (linear in both the state and the
control) defined over a set of polytopic regions4 Ri ⊂ Rn. If
the system model is not of this form, an approximate model
must be constructed. According to [32], [33], [34], the optimal
controller for such a system is piecewise affine over polytopic
regions for a linear cost function (1-norm and ∞-norm) and to
a piecewise affine controller over polytopic regions which are
subdivided by quadratic forms for a quadratic cost function
(2-norm). Starting in a region R0, the authors compute its
Chebychev center x0. Given this Chebychev center and a ter-
minal value such as the origin, MPP proceeds to compute the
optimal piecewise affine controllers that minimize either a 1-
norm, ∞-norm, or 2-norm. The optimal trajectory is found by
appropriately piecing together the computed sequence of affine
controllers of the form u(k) = K1x(k) + K2. Subsequently,
the MPP algorithm must identify a critical region – a subset of
R0 which is consistent with the previously computed sequence
of optimal affine controllers. In the case of a 1-norm and ∞-
norm, the critical region is a polyhedron, while for a 2-norm
it is a subset of a polyhedron bounded by a quadratic surface.
In turn, the edges of the critical region are used to further
subdivide R0. Within each of these subdivisions, a Chebychev
center is computed and the process is then repeated [35].
The sequence of affine controllers associated with each
critical area for the specific PI, optimization horizon, etc.,
need to be stored. Then for each initial condition in a critical
area, the precomputed affine controllers are applied. In this
sense, MPP can be implemented in real-time provided the
conditions associated with the precomputed controllers remain
the same. Any parameter change, terminal condition change,
time step change, or horizon change requires complete offline
recomputation of all controllers.
Note that when computing the optimal controller, the opti-
mal mode sequence needs to be computed. The authors do so
by examining all possible mode sequences, leading to combi-
natorial complexity. In addition, critical regions may overlap;
this requires further evaluation to determine the controller
resulting in least cost [36]. It is worth pointing out that the
embedding method could be employed for this purpose, elim-
inating the combinatorial complexity of the original approach.
III. HYBRID OPTIMAL CONTROL EXAMPLES
In this section, the embedding approach for hybrid optimal
control is applied to a spring-mass hybrid system [8], a
switched-mode mobile robot [2], a two-tank hybrid system [3],
a DC-DC boost converter [9], and a skid-steered vehicle [22],
[23]. The results from the embedding approach are compared
4In our synopsis we assume for clarity that (affine) constraints have been
appropriately incorporated when constructing these model regions.
to those from MPP [8], MIP implementation in [6], CPLEX,
the method that computes switching times for a pre-determined
mode sequence proposed in [2] as well as a follow-on ap-
proach that also finds the mode sequence [3]. Finally, as set
forth in [13], traditional numerical methods are applied to an
11 autonomous mode linear system [4], [5]. Passenberg et al.
apply a hybrid minimum principle [4], [5] to the problem and
by formally labeling autonomous modes to explicitly account
for transitions across discontinuity surfaces.
In this work, all the approaches were implemented in MAT-
LAB (version 2010b), except for CPLEX, which is directly
called from MATLAB. Appendix B outlines the MATLAB-
based embedding approach. MPP approach is described in
Section II-B. Each of the other methods is briefly presented
in the example where it first appears.
In the following examples, the term “mode” indicates a
dynamical vector field selected with a discrete control input.
However, “mode” has been used in the past to indicate both
controlled and uncontrolled (autonomous) switching of vector
fields. Herein, we term the use of “mode” resulting from an
autonomous switch as an “autonomous-mode” or “a-mode”.
In [13], [25], it was shown that including autonomous switches
in the mode definitions is unnecessary for the embedding
approach and control problems with only autonomous switches
need no mode designations and are solvable with traditional
numerical programming.
Further, in each of the examples we use the terms “numeri-
cal optimization cost” and the “simulation cost”. By numerical
optimization cost we mean the cost computed via the numer-
ical optimization program using collocation and trapezoidal
numerical integration of the PI; by simulated cost we mean
the cost obtained by numerically integrating the system ODE’s
using the piecewise constant continuous controls from the
numerical optimization.
In all of the examples, the EOCP is solved using MATLAB’s
fmincon function following the general procedure outlined
in Appendix B. Using a numerically superior solver would
only improve the convergence rate and solution times of the
results reported for the EOCP. The MPP and MIP [6] results
were obtained using version 2.63 of the MPT5. Also, CPLEX
version 12.4 was used to obtain CPLEX results. All the code
used to generate the results in this paper can be accessed
at [39].
A. Spring-Mass Hybrid System [8]
Example 14.2 in [8] introduces the spring-mass hybrid
optimal control problem. A mass is connected to ground with a
spring in series with a damper that represents viscous friction.
The spring has affine characteristics and the viscous friction
coefficient can be changed from one value b1 to a different
value b2 instantaneously with a binary input. The continuous-
time spring-mass system dynamics are
x˙1(t) =x2(t)
Mx˙2(t) =− k(x1(t))− b(u2(t))x2(t) + u1(t)
(6)
5Improvements to MPP have been made to reduce computational complex-
ity [37], [38]. However, we restricted ourselves to using the MPT commonly
available to the engineering community.
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where the the spring coefficient k(x1(t)) and viscous friction
coefficient b(u2(t)) are
k(x1(t)) =
{
k1x1(t) + d1, x1(t) ≤ xm
k2x1(t) + d2, x1(t) > xm
(7)
b(u2(t)) =
{
b1, u2(t) = 1
b2, u2(t) = 0
(8)
with x1 and x2 the mass position and velocity, respectively; the
system has two modes and two a-modes. System parameters
are given as M = 1, b1 = 1, b2 = 50, k1 = 1, k2 = 3, d1 = 1,
d2 = 7.5, and xm = 1.
The spring-mass example is solved in the context of both
MPC and a single optimization. Within the MPC context, the
prediction horizon has N sample intervals6. In each case, the
optimizations are appropriately reformulated and solved with
(i) MPP7 (the original solution approach in [8] is for MPC);
(ii) MIP as implemented in [6]; (iii) CPLEX; and (iv) the
embedding approach.
To implement the MPP algorithm (described in Sec-
tion II-B), four “modes” were defined depending on the
discrete input u2 and mass position, x1, which determines the
spring coefficient with (7); the “modes” are a mixture of both
modes in the sense used here and a-modes. The dynamics in
each “mode” were discretized with a 0.5 time unit sampling
resulting in a discrete-time PWA system:
x(k + 1)
=


A1x(k) +B1u1(k) + F1, x1(k) ≤ 1, u2(k) ≤ 0.5
A2x(k) +B2u1(k) + F2, x1(k) > 1, u2(k) ≤ 0.5
A3x(k) +B3u1(k) + F3, x1(k) ≤ 1, u2(k) ≥ 0.5
A4x(k) +B4u1(k) + F4, x1(k) > 1, u2(k) ≥ 0.5
(9)
where Ai, Bi, and Fi are listed in Appendix C. The MPP
control objective is to minimize
Jm(x(0), U0,N) = x(N)
TPx(N)
+
N−1∑
k=0
x(k)TQx(k) + u(k)TRu(k)
(10)
over U0 = [u(0)
T , . . . , u(N−1)T ]T (u(k) = [u1(k), u2(k)]T )
and subject to (9), x1, x2 ∈ [−5, 5], u1 ∈ [−10, 10], and a ter-
minal state constraint set Xf ∈ [−0.01, 0.01]× [−0.01, 0.01].
The original performance index parameters are N = 3,
P = Q = I2 and R = [ 0.2 00 1 ] and the initial state is
x(0) = [3, 4]T . For the simulations here, R is changed to
[ 0.2 00 0 ] because the current embedding approach theory does
not consider penalized mode switch values in the PI.
For the alternate embedded model, there are only two
(controlled) modes, since the embedding methodology does
not require parameterization of autonomous switching [13] (a-
6The end-point conditions are treated using a shrinking horizon, except for
MPP where this is not easily done.
7The MPP implementation relies on the MIP solver provided in [6].
TABLE I
SPRING-MASS EXAMPLE EOC (WITH AND WITHOUT PROJECTION), MPP,
MIP [6], AND CPLEX PERFORMANCE INDEX COST AND SOLUTION TIMES
FOR A SIMULATION WITH N = 3 AND ts = 0.5.
Method Simulation Offline Online TotalCost tSoln tSoln tSoln
EOC-Proj. 71.21 - 1.09 1.09
EOC-No Proj. 67.44 - 1.69 1.69
MPP 76.43 5.69 0.27 5.96
MIP [6] 76.20 1.10 22.62 23.72
CPLEX 76.43 - 1.00 1.00
modes).
˙˜x(t) =(1 − v˜(t))
[
x˜2(t)
− 1
M
k(x˜1)−
b2
M
x˜2(t) +
1
M
u˜01(t)
]
+ v˜(t)
[
x˜2(t)
− 1
M
k(x˜1)−
b1
M
x˜2(t) +
1
M
u˜11(t)
] (11)
where (˜·) is an embedded system value, v˜ ∈ [0, 1] is the
embedded mode switch value and u˜01 and u˜11 are the continuous
controls in each mode. Notice that v˜ = 0/v˜ = 1 in (11)
corresponds to u2 = 0/u2 = 1 in (6). The embedded problem
is
min
u˜0
1
,u˜1
1
,v˜
JE(x(t
p
0), u˜
0
1, u˜
1
1, v˜, t
p
0, t
p
f ) (12)
where [tp0, t
p
f ] is the prediction interval,
JE =
∫ tp
f
t
p
0
{
x˜(t)TQE(t)x˜(t)
+ (1− v˜(t))RE11(t)(u˜
0
1(t))
2
+v˜(t)RE11(t)(u˜
1
1(t))
2
}
dt,
(13)
and the minimization is subject to (11), the previously defined
bounds on the states and continuous control input, and the ter-
minal state constraint set. The numerical optimization requires
a discretized embedded system representation of (9):
x˜(k + 1)
=


(1− v˜(k))
[
A1x˜(k) +B1u˜
0
1(k) + f1
]
+v˜(k)
[
A3x˜(k) +B3u˜
1
1(k) + f3
]
, x˜1(k) ≤ 1
(1− v˜(k))
[
A2x˜(k) +B2u˜
0
1(k) + f2
]
+v˜(k)
[
A4x˜(k) +B4u˜
1
1(k) + f4
]
, x˜1(k) > 1
(14)
The trapezoidal numerical integration of (13) is
JˆE =x˜(N)
TP x˜(N) +
N−1∑
k=0
{
x˜(k)TQx˜(k)
+ (1− v˜(k))R11(u˜
0
1(k))
2 + v˜(k)R11(u˜
1
1(k))
2
(15)
where QE(t−tp0) and RE11(t−t
p
0) are chosen such that (15) is
equivalent to (10) and R11 represents the value of R(1, 1). If
v˜(k) ∈ (0, 1), then mode and control projections are required.
Here, the projection method of [16], [27] is applied where the
projected mode, vˆ, is zero if v˜ ≤ 0.5 and one otherwise. The
projected control uˆ1 is equal to (1− v˜)u˜01 if vˆ = 0 and v˜u˜11 if
vˆ = 1.
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Figs. 1 and 2 shows the state trajectories and evolution of the
continuous and discrete controls for the embedding approach
and MPP over a 12.5 s simulation with N = 3 and ts = 0.5;
MIP [6] and CPLEX results are nearly identical to the MPP
results and are not shown. The embedding approach results
in 7 mode projections over 25 partitions. Also, it is seen that
the EOC projected mode switch value and MPP mode switch
value are different for 11 of the 25 partitions. Table I lists
the PI costs, offline solution times (if applicable), solution
times during the system simulation, and total solution times
where tSoln indicates time values normalized to the least total
solution time observed in the comparison. For this example, we
observe that the embedding approach, both with and without
projection, achieves a lower cost than MPP, MIP [6], and
CPLEX. Further, CPLEX solved the problem 9% faster than
the embedding approach with mode projection.
A second test was performed to check solution method
performance over longer prediction horizons. In this test, the
control problem was solved once over N = 25 with ts = 0.5,
the entire simulation length, and then the system simulated
TABLE II
SPRING-MASS EXAMPLE EOC (WITH AND WITHOUT PROJECTION,
SECOND OPTIMIZATION) AND CPLEX PERFORMANCE INDEX COST AND
SOLUTION TIMES FOR A SIMULATION WITH N = 25 AND ts = 0.5 (“X”
MEANS THE ALGORITHM DID NOT CONVERGE).
Method Simulation tSolnCost
EOC-Proj. 105.28 1.00
EOC-No Proj. 53.18 1.00
EOC-Proj./Opt. 84.38 1.43
MPP X X
MIP [6] X X
CPLEX 66.92 7.01
TABLE III
SPRING-MASS EXAMPLE EOC, MIP [6], AND CPLEX PERFORMANCE
INDEX COST AND SOLUTION TIMES FOR THE REDEFINED SYSTEM, N = 7,
AND ts = 0.2 (“X” MEANS THE ALGORITHM DID NOT CONVERGE).
Method Simulation Offline Online TotalCost tSoln tSoln tSoln
EOC 192.04 - 1.00 1.00
MPP X X X X
MIP [6] 197.23 0.21 1237.56 1237.77
CPLEX 188.09 - 1.21 1.21
using the resulting controls. Table II shows the results of
this test, again tSoln indicates time values normalized to
the least solution time value observed in the comparison.
No MPP or MIP [6] results are reported because the MPT
software failed to provide results; MPP caused the computer
to run out of memory (machines with up to 8 GB of RAM
were tried) and MIP [6] was stopped after an hour because
its screen output indicated no iterations in the first control
solution had occurred. Regardless, CPLEX results in a lower
PI cost than either of the embedding approaches. For this test,
after obtaining the embedded approach solution, we took the
additional step of solving a second embedded optimization
problem with the difference being the mode switch values
are set equal to the projected values obtained previously.
The new problem solution provides the optimal continuous
controls associated with the projected mode sequence. The
embedded approach solution results in 8 mode projections over
the 25 partition simulation. Further, the embedded solution
cost without projection is lower than the CPLEX cost which
is expected since the embedded solution cost is the infimum.
Also, this test shows the “curse of dimensionality” associated
with mixed-integer programming methods; the embedded ap-
proach solution time is approximately 7 times less than that
for CPLEX.
The spring-mass problem as originally presented has inad-
equate sampling given the bandwidth of the system for the
given parameters. Because of an eigenvalue of the continuous
time system at approximately −50 due to excessively high
damping, the sampling interval of 0.5s does not result in
an adequate discrete-time representation of the continuous-
time system; a sampling interval of around 0.002s would
be more appropriate. However, before attempting a sample
period of 0.002, a sample period of 0.05 with N = 20 was
attempted with the outcome that both MPP and MIP [6] did
not provide solutions. The embedding approach solution with
15 projections had a simulation cost of 300.44 and embedded
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cost of 265.22. CPLEX returned a simulation cost of 269.70
and took 280 times longer to solve the problem. Again, the
embedded cost was less than CPLEX’s cost.
In order to obtain a more physically meaningful system,
damping values were changed to b1 = 0.1 and b2 = 0.2 and
the spring constant to k2 = 0.005. This results in a minimum
time constant of 5.85. A sample period of 0.2 and N = 7 and
N = 7 provides enough time in the prediction horizon to drive
the system states to the terminal constraint set. Table III lists
the performance of the embedding approach, MIP, MIP [6],
and CPLEX; the embedding approach solution was bang-
bang, making mode projections unnecessary. The embedding
approach solution time is approximately 80% that of CPLEX
and 1240 times less than that from MIP [6]. However, CPLEX
results in about a 2% lower cost than the embedding approach.
It was observed that over several CPLEX solutions it found
that one of the optimal values of x1 over N to be at 1, the
autonomous switching point. Over these same solutions in
time, the embedding approach avoided setting x1 = 1. If in the
embedding solution, the appropriate x1 over N is forced to be
1, then the embedding approach cost is equal to the CPLEX
cost. In Section III-F and in the Discussion and Conclusions
section the effect of autonomous switches on the embedding
approach is described in more detail with a suggestion for
future research.
B. Mobile Robot Hybrid System [2]
Wardi et al. [2] consider the problem of a mobile robot
tracking a moving target while avoiding obstacles. The robot
has three operating modes: go to goal (G2G), avoid obstacle 1
(Avoid1), and avoid obstacle 2 (Avoid2). The robot’s dynamic
equation of motion is
x˙(t) =

V cos(x3(t))V sin(x3(t))
u− x3(t)

 (16)
where V is
V =
{
V , ‖xR − xG‖ ≥ r
V
r
‖xR − xG‖, ‖xR − xG‖ < r
(17)
and u is defined for the three modes as
uG2G =tan
−1
(
xG,2(t)− xR,2(t)
xG,1(t)− xR,1(t)
)
(18)
uAvoid1 =
{
φΦ − pi/2, φΦ − x3 ≥ 0
φΦ + pi/2, φΦ − x3 < 0
(19)
uAvoid2 =
{
φΨ − pi/2, φΨ − x3 ≥ 0
φΨ + pi/2, φΨ − x3 < 0
(20)
and φΦ and φΦ are
φΦ =tan
−1
(
xΦ,2 − xR,2(t)
xΦ,1 − xR,1(t)
)
(21)
φΨ =tan
−1
(
xΨ,2 − xR,2(t)
xΨ,1 − xR,1(t)
)
(22)
where x = [xR, x3]T such that xR = [xR,1, xR,2]T is the
global position (two coordinates) of the mobile robot and x3 ∈
[0, 2pi) is the robot heading angle; xG is the coordinate pair of
the goal; V = 1; r = 0.5; xΦ = [0, 4]T are the coordinates of
obstacle 1; and xΨ = [6, 6]T are the coordinates of obstacle 2.
The selection of the robot mode is formulated as an MPC
problem with a shrinking horizon in [2]. The prediction
horizon is initially [0, tf ] divided into N0 sample intervals
of length ts = tf/N0. The second horizon is [ts, tf ] with
N1 = N0 − 1 partitions of length ts. The pattern of shrinking
the horizon continues until it reaches the single partition
[tf − ts, tf ]. Specifically, the MPC problem is to select G2G,
Avoid1, or Avoid2 that minimizes
J(x(t), xG(t), t) =
∫ tf
t
{
ρ‖xR(t)− xG(t)‖
2
+ α1 exp
(
−
‖xR(t)− xΦ‖
2
β1
)
+α2 exp
(
−
‖xR(t)− xΨ‖
2
β2
)}
dt
(23)
subject to (16)-(22) from the start time t (a multiple of ts) to tf
where tf = 18, N0 = 180, ts = 0.1, ρ = 0.1, α1 = α2 = 500,
and β1 = β2 = 0.8. The goal coordinates are not known a
priori, rather an estimate, x˜G at s ≥ t is used in the cost
function:
x˜G(s, t, xG(t)) := xG(t) + x˙G(t)(s − t) (24)
where the derivative of xG(t) is approximated with (xG(t)−
xG(t− ts))/ts.
Wardi et al. [2] solve the above MPC problem by fixing
a mode sequence a priori and determining the switching
times. After the initial MPC optimization using a gradient-
descent technique, if the first mode switching time t1 ∈ [0, ts],
then it becomes fixed; if t1 6∈ [0, ts], then its value can
still be modified. The MPC optimization using the gradient-
descent technique then continues for shrinking horizons until
all switching times are found.
The embedding approach is applied to the above MPC
problem and the results compared to those in [2]. MPP,
MIP [6], and CPLEX are not applicable to this problem for
two reasons: (i) the dynamics are nonlinear and (ii) the PI
contains exponentials of the states.
For the embedding model the three robot modes are con-
trolled by v˜0, v˜1, and v˜2:
˙˜x(t) =v˜0(t)

 V cos(x˜3(t))V sin(x˜3(t))
uG2G − x˜3(t)

+ v˜1(t)

 V cos(x˜3(t))V sin(x˜3(t))
uAvoid1 − x˜3(t)


+ v˜2(t)

 V cos(x˜3(t))V sin(x˜3(t))
uAvoid2 − x˜3(t)


(25)
where v˜i ∈ [0, 1] and v˜0 + v˜1 + v˜2 = 1. The embedded
control problem is to also minimize (23) over the v˜i subject to
(25) and the summation constraint on v˜i. MATLAB’s fmincon
function is used to solve the problem after converting the
continuous-time equations to discrete-time equality constraints
via collocation [13]. The cost function is approximated with
trapezoidal numerical integration (see Appendix B for more
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detail). A continuation approach [40] is used to construct
an initial guess; furthermore, the continuation approach itself
is initialized using Appendix B-Step 4. When needed, mode
projection is accomplished by selecting the embedded mode
switch with the largest value as was done in [27].
Fig. 3 shows the robot trajectories obtained with the em-
bedding approach and using the switching times and mode
selection given in [2] for the off-line solution. Fig. 4 shows
computed values for the embedding approach and final pro-
jected mode switch values. Mode projection is required ap-
proximately 87% of the time. In Wardi et al., the mode
sequence is predefined as {G2G,Avoid1,G2G,Avoid2,G2G}
and only the switching times are to be found. The embedding
approach makes no such assumptions on the mode selection.
The cost obtained with the Wardi et al. offline solution is 22.84
while the embedding approach here results in a simulation cost
of 18.83, a reduction of 18%. Further, the embedding approach
total solution time was 2.063 ·104s; Wardi et al. did not report
their solution time. As a follow-on test, an MPC approach
was implemented with a prediction horizon of 1 time unit
(10 partitions of 0.1 time units). The MPC optimization and
implementation resulted in a simulation cost of 20.56, a total
MPC solution time of 71.07s, and 154 mode projections (out
of 180 partitions); the cost is still about 10% below the cost
of 22.84 reported in [2].
C. Two-Tank Hybrid System [3]
The two-tank hybrid system in [3] consists of the draining
of one tank into another with the flow rate into the first tank
regulated by a valve with two possible values, ν = 1 and
ν = 2. The dynamics are given as
x˙(t) =
[
ν(t)−
√
x1(t)√
x1(t)−
√
x2(t)
]
(26)
where x = [x1, x2]T with x1 the level of tank 1 and x2 the
level of tank 2. The initial conditions are x1(0) = x2(0) = 2
and the states satisfy x1, x2 ∈ [1, 4]. The control problem is
to select ν(t) over [0, tf ], i.e., perform a single optimization,
that minimizes
J(x(0), tf ) = 2
∫ tf
0
(x2(t)− 3)
2
dt (27)
with tf = 20, subject to (26) and the state bounds. The
continuous-time dynamics are discretized with the forward-
Euler method using a sample interval of ts = 0.01. Wardi
and Egerstedt [3] perform the problem optimization with a
gradient-descent technique similar to that used for the mobile
robot described earlier without pre-defining a mode sequence.
The mode sequence and switch times are calculated to globally
minimize the cost function over the entire simulation time. The
approach relies on an insertion gradient that indicates whether
or not a change in the mode sequence and/or switch times
decreases a cost function. The insertion gradient is iteratively
driven toward zero over mode sequences and switch times
selected according to their solution algorithm.
Although the PI is suitable for MPP, MIP [6], and CPLEX,
piecewise affine approximations to the square root nonlineari-
ties are needed for approximate solutions using these methods.
Hence the above problem is not solved using MPP, MIP [6],
or CPLEX herein.
The embedding approach only requires the nonlinearities be
affine in the continuous control. It is directly applicable to the
above optimization using the following embedded model:
˙˜x(t) =(1 − v˜(t))
[
1−
√
x˜1(t)√
x˜1(t)−
√
x˜2(t)
]
+ v˜(t)
[
2−
√
x˜1(t)√
x˜1(t)−
√
x˜2(t)
] (28)
where v˜ ∈ [0, 1]. Notice that the embedded problem does not
include continuous control inputs, only the mode needs to be
selected. The embedded control problem is to minimize (27)
over v˜ subject to (28) and the bounds on the states listed previ-
ously. Appendix B outlines how MATLAB’s fmincon function
is used to solve the problem after converting the continuous-
time equations to discrete-time equality constraints via the
forward-Euler method and approximating the cost function
with trapezoidal numerical integration. Mode projection uses
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the duty cycle interpretation. For (1 − v˜)ts,E , mode 0 with
ν = 1 is applied and then for the remainder of the sample
interval mode 1 with ν = 2 is used; ts,E is the embedded
problem sample interval.
Fig. 5 displays the embedding approach performance for
ts,E = 0.25. The x2 state reaches the desired value of 3 about
6 time units into the simulation and does not vary more than
1.5% thereafter. In contrast, the Wardi and Egerstedt results
in Fig. 5 show x2 has variation up to about 7% from 6 time
units onward and both states show signs of instability as t
approaches tf . The reported cost is 4.78 (recall ts = 0.01).
On the other hand, for a time step of 0.25, the embedding
approach gives a lower (simulated plant) cost of 4.74 and
shows no signs of instability. Further, the embedding approach
total solution time was 37.56s; Wardi and Egerstedt did not
report their solution time.
D. DC-DC Boost Converter Hybrid System [9]
The DC-DC boost converter [9] model is a switched
lumped parameter circuit, whose continuous-time dynamics on
[kts, (k + 1)ts] are
x˙(t) =
{
F1x(t) + f1vs, kts ≤ t ≤ (k + d(k))ts
F2x(t) + f2vs, (k + d(k))ts < t ≤ (k + 1)ts
(29)
with
F1 =H1diag (−rl/L,−1/C(ro + rc))H
−1
1 (30)
f1 =H1
[
1
L
0
]T (31)
H1 = diag (1, ro/(ro + rc)) (32)
F2 =H2
[
− 1
L
(
rl +
rorc
ro+rc
)
− ro
L(ro+rc)
ro
C(ro+rc)
− 1
C(ro+rc)
]
H−12 (33)
f2 =H2
[
1
L
0
]T (34)
H2 =
[
1 0
rorc
ro+rc
ro
ro+rc
]
(35)
where x = [il, vo]T , il is the inductor current, vo the output
voltage, vs the supply voltage, and d ∈ [0, 0.95] the duty cycle
in the interval. The model parameters are C = 100 µF, L =
2 mH, rc = 0.1 Ω, rl = 0.5 Ω, ro = 200 Ω, and the maximum
inductor current is 2.5 A; the switching frequency is 20 kHz
(the sample interval, ts, is 50 µs).
For the MPC/MPP-based control in [9], linearized, discrete-
time models are developed from (29) corresponding to one of
three duty cycle intervals (i = 0, 1, 2), D0 = [0.0.45], D1 =
[0.45, 0.6], and D2 = [0.6, 0.95]:
x′(k + 1) = Am,ix
′(k) +Bm,id(k) + Fm,i, (36)
where x′(k) = [i′l, v′o]T = [il/vs, vo/vs]T (the original state is
divided by vs to avoid the need to generate new linear models
if vs changes [9]), x(0) = [0, vs]T , and vs = 25 V in this
study. Appendix D describes this modeling process and lists
Am,i, Bm,i, and Fm,i. The PI [9] for a horizon window of
length N is
J(x(k), Dk, N) =
N−1∑
k=0
‖Q(v′o(k + l|k)− v
′
o,ref (k))‖
q
p
+ ‖R(d(k + l|k)− d(k + l − 1|k))‖qp
(37)
where Dk = [d(k − 1), . . . , d(k + N − 1)], Q and R are
penalty weight scalars, v′o,ref(k) = vo,ref/vs is the reference
output voltage (assumed constant over N ), and p designates
the p-norm; here p = 1, q = 1, and N ∈ {4, 6, 12}. This
MPC problem is also solved with MIP [6], CPLEX, and the
embedding approach (using the actual nonlinear model, (29))
for a 1-norm PI as in [9]. However, since the embedding
method does not guarantee solution existence or feasibility for
p-norm weights on the mode-switch values, R is set to zero
whereas Q = 10. In [9] the duty cycle is held constant over
the N partition prediction horizon. The constant duty cycle
over N reduces the optimization to a simple one-dimensional
search in contrast to an N -dimensional search for a normal
MPC horizon as is done herein for all methods.
Additionally, CPLEX (using (36) as specified in Ap-
pendix D) and the embedding approach (using the actual
nonlinear model) are compared using the 1-norm and quadratic
PI for the customary N partition MPC window. To use CPLEX
for the 1-norm PI, the problem is reformulated as a mixed-
integer linear programming problem [8]. We note that in all the
investigations, the application of the duty cycle to the plant is
delayed by one sample time interval to be consistent with [9].
To apply MPP and MIP [6] control, x′(k) is augmented
with d(k − 1) and v′o,ref states to form a new state vector
x′′(k) = [i′l(k), v
′
o(k), d(k − 1), v
′
o,ref (k)]
T ; the control input
is ∆d(k). The PI equivalent to (37) is
J(x′′(k),∆Dk, N) =
N−1∑
l=0
‖Q′x′′(k + l|k)‖1 + ‖R∆Dk‖1
(38)
where ∆Dk = [∆d(k), . . . ,∆d(k + N − 1)]T , R = 0, and
Q′(2, 2) = 10 and Q′(2, 4) = −10. The MPP and MIP [6]
problem is to minimize (38) subject to (36) and the previously
defined bounds on the duty cycle, il, and vo.
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TABLE IV
DC-DC BOOST CONVERTER EXAMPLE EOC (DUTY CYCLE
INTERPRETATION), MPP, MIP [6], AND CPLEX 1-NORM PERFORMANCE
INDEX COST AND SIMULATION SOLUTION TIMES (“X” MEANS THE
ALGORITHM DID NOT CONVERGE).
Method N Simulation Offline Online TotalCost tSoln tSoln tSoln
EOC 4 917.33 - 1.00 1.00
MPP 4 5651.93 30.90 0.22 31.12
MIP [6] 4 970.09 0.08 1.17 1.26
CPLEX 4 946.75 - 1.15 1.15
EOC 6 818.45 - 9.45 9.45
MPP 6 X X X X
MIP [6] 6 947.46 0.08 10.57 10.65
CPLEX 6 946.44 - 2.05 2.92
EOC 12 808.94 - 44.49 44.49
MPP 12 X X X X
MIP [6] 12 X X X X
CPLEX 12 891.79 - 1746.65 1746.65
TABLE V
DC-DC BOOST CONVERTER EXAMPLE EOC (DUTY CYCLE
INTERPRETATION) AND CPLEX SQUARED 2-NORM PERFORMANCE INDEX
COST WITH (40) AND SIMULATION SOLUTION TIMES.
Method N Cost tSoln
EOC 4 12593.16 1.00
CPLEX 4 156547.91 1.89
EOC 6 9969.59 1.61
CPLEX 6 11512.15 2.68
EOC 12 9291.08 5.26
CPLEX 12 10297.26 622.28
The embedded model is
˙˜x(t) =(1− v˜(t))(F2x˜(t) + f2vs)
+ v˜(t)(F1x˜(t) + f1vs)
(39)
with PI
JE(x(t
p
0), v˜, t
p
0, t
p
f) =
∫ tp
f
t
p
0
‖QE(v˜o(t)− vo,ref (t))‖
q
pdt (40)
over v˜ ∈ [0, 1] subject to (39) and the previously defined
bounds on the duty cycle, il, and vo. QE , p, and q are chosen
such that the trapezoidal numerical integration approximation
of (40) is consistent with the PI of the MPP, MIP [6], or
CPLEX. As before, the EOCP is solved using MATLAB’s
fmincon function after converting the continuous-time dynamic
equations to discrete-time equality constraints via collocation.
(See Appendix B for the solution method outline.) Mode
projection is accomplished using the duty cycle interpretation
for each time partition.
The reference output voltage of
vo,ref (t) =
{
35 V, 25 ms ≤ t ≤ 35 ms
50 V, otherwise.
(41)
Longer prediction horizons, such as N = 18, are not consid-
ered since it has been shown that longer prediction horizons
do not provide significantly better control [41]. Table IV lists
the MPP, MIP [6], CPLEX, and embedding approach 1-norm
PI costs, offline solution times (if applicable), control solution
times during the simulation, and total control solution times
where tSoln is the time value normalized to the least total
solution time observed in the table. In several instances, MPP
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Fig. 6. Boost converter hybrid system states and duty cycle from embedding
solution approach with N = 12: (—) EOC with duty cycle mode projection,
(•) CPLEX, (– –) vo,ref .
and MIP [6] solutions are not listed because control solutions
were not generated after 40 hours and the test was stopped.
In all comparable tests, the embedding approach provided the
least cost. Also, as N is increased the cost decreases for all
methods having solutions. The embedding approach also gave
the fastest solution times except when compared to CPLEX for
N = 6. We attribute the performance of CPLEX to it being an
optimized, commercial solver. However, the CPLEX solution
time dramatically increases over the embedding approach time
when N = 12, illustrating the “curse of dimensionality”
associated with mixed-integer programming. Table V shows
the CPLEX and embedding approach quadratic PI costs and
total control solution times. The embedding approach costs
are lower than the CPLEX costs in each test. The embedding
approach solution time for N = 4, N = 6, and N = 12 are
about 2, 1.6, and 120 times faster than the CPLEX times,
respectively. Boost converter control using the embedding
approach implemented in a dedicated microcontroller has been
solved as fast as 50 µs [18].
Fig. 6 shows embedding and CPLEX approach results for
N = 12. The (41) reference output voltage appears to be better
tracked with the embedding approach during the step change
in vo,ref to 35 V on [25, 35) ms. The embedding approach is
better able to track the 50 V reference on [10,25] ms (after
the initial voltage rise and before the step change in v0) than
CPLEX; the average vo on [10, 25] ms from the embedding
approach is 50.15 V while that from CPLEX is 49.69 V,
the error with the embedding approach is about half that of
CPLEX due probably to the approximate model.
One final point, good control performance requires an
accurate value of the possibly varying load resistance and
good estimates of the resistance have been achieved using
a nonlinear resistance error system [21]. MPP, MIP [6], nor
CPLEX has the capability to incorporate a nonlinear estimator
directly into the control problem like the embedding approach.
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E. Skid-Steered Vehicle Hybrid System [22], [23]
In [22], [23], a skid-steered vehicle (SSV) movement hybrid
problem is identified as having four modes of operation
depending on the lateral sticking or sliding of the wheels:
mode 1, front and rear wheels sticking laterally; mode 2, front
wheels sticking laterally and back wheels skidding laterally;
mode 3, front wheels skidding laterally and back wheels
sticking laterally; and mode 4, front and rear wheels skidding
laterally. The equations of motion for modes 1 and 4 are given
in [23]8; mode 2 and 3 dynamics are listed in Appendix E due
to their length.
f1 :=


X¨(t) = (F1+F2+F3+F4) cos θ(t)
M
− c1X˙(t)
Y¨ (t) = (F1+F2+F3+F4) sin θ(t)
M
− c1Y˙ (t)
θ¨ = 0
(42)
f4 :=


X¨(t) = (F1+F2+F3+F4) cos θ(t)
M
− c4X˙(t)
+µkg sin θ(t)[−X˙(t) sin θ(t) + Y˙ (t) cos θ(t)]
Y¨ (t) = (F1+F2+F3+F4) sin θ(t)
M
− c4Y˙ (t)
−µkg cos θ(t)[−X˙(t) sin θ(t) + Y˙ (t) cos θ(t)]
θ¨(t) = b(F1−F2−F3+F4)−a
2µKMgθ˙(t)
J
(43)
with M = mb + 4mw,
J =4mw(a
2 + b2) +
4mw
12
(w2w + 3w
2
r)
+
mb
12
(B2l +B
2
w)
(44)
where X , Y , and θ are position and orientation coordinates in
the global coordinate frame; F1/F2 is the right/left rear wheel
torque; F4/F3 is the right/left front wheel torque; ci are mode
specific damping coefficients; µK is the coefficient of kinetic
friction; mb is the body mass; mw is a wheel mass; Bl/Bw is
the SSV body length/width; a/b is half the distance from wheel
center to wheel center in the vehicle length/width direction;
ww is half the wheel width; and wr is the wheel radius. Model
parameters from [22], [23]9 are c1 = 0.7, c2, c3, c4 = 1.2,
µK = 0.8, mb = 70 kg, mw = 2.5 kg, Bl = 0.8 m, Bw =
0.6 m, a = 0.16 m, b = 0.28 m, and ww, wr = 0.14 m.
In [22], [23], the SSV mode-dependent model is used to
generate a reference trajectory, xref (t), given wheel torques
(shown in Figure 3 in [23]) and a mode sequence (1, 4, 1) with
switchings occurring at 5 s and 11 s over a 15 s time interval.
The control problem is to track xref (t) by minimizing the PI
over the controls and modes [23]:
J(v˜) =0.5(x˜(tf )− xref (tf ))
TP (x˜(tf )− xref (tf ))
+
∫ tf
t0
0.5(x˜(t)− xref (t))
TQ(x˜(t)− xref (t))dt
(45)
where x˜ = [X˜, ˙˜X, Y˜ , ˙˜Y, θ˜, ˙˜θ]T , Q = diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), P =
diag(1, 10, 1, 10, 1, 10), t0 = 0 s, and tf = 15 s.
8The sign on the θ˙ term in mode 4 is negative here rather than positive as
in [23] and was changed after correspondence with the authors.
9Values for c2, c3, ww, and wr were obtained through personal correspon-
dence with the authors.
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Fig. 7. Skid-steered vehicle embedded solution and projected modes: (—)
embedded, (•) projected.
The methodology for solving this problem coincides with
that of the embedding method and is included to illustrate
consistency with other results in the literature. Thus the
independently developed methods described in [22], [23] find
theoretical justification in [12]. Due to the nonlinear nature
of the problem, MPP, MIP [6], and CPLEX methods are
not utilized without developing piecewise affine approximate
models.
Hence, consistent with the embedding method and [22],
[23], the system dynamics are relaxed:
˙˜x(t) =
4∑
ζ=1
v˜ζfζ(x˜),
4∑
ζ=1
v˜ζ = 1, v˜ζ ∈ [0, 1] (46)
Finally, the active mode is chosen as the mode associated
with the greatest value of v˜ζ . This is the mode projection
method in Meyer et al. [27] found to give the least cost in an
empirical study of projection methods applied to an example
hybrid optimal control problem solved with embedding.
For the embedding approach solution, [t0, tf ] was divided
into 60 equal length partitions. The procedure described in
Appendix B was then followed with the continuous-time cost
computed using trapezoidal numerical integration and the em-
bedded continuous-time dynamics transformed into equality
constraints using collocation. The original mode sequence and
switching times used to generate the reference state trajectories
are recovered as shown in Fig. 7; mode projection was required
for approximately 12% of the partitions. Also, our embedded
solution cost is 2.1·10−4, meaning the embedded solution
tracked the reference trajectories quite well.
F. 11 State-Space Region Autonomous Switch Example [4]
Passenberg et al. [4], [5] proposed a version of a hybrid
system minimum principle and applied it to an 11 a-mode
linear system. In the example, a state space, R2, is divided into
11 polygonal regions, each associated with a distinct linear
state dynamic. Thus, a discrete state q(t) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 11}
identifies a continuous-time state dynamic:
x˙(t) = Aqx(t) +Bqu(t) (47)
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where x ∈ R2, u ∈ Uq ⊂ R2, Aq ∈ R2×2 constant, and
Bq ∈ R
2×2 constant. The 11 regions are illustrated in Fig. 8.
Each region also has an associated PI integrand:
Fq(x, u) = 0.5x
T (t)Sqx(t) + 0.5u
T (t)Rqu(t) (48)
where Sq, Rq ∈ R2×2 are constant penalty weight matrices
that depend on q. Given a system trajectory (x(t), u(t)),
the associated discrete state sequence {q1, . . . , qZ} and the
switching time sequence {t0, . . . , tZ} (t0 and tZ are the initial
and final time, respectively), such that x(t) belongs to region
qζ if tζ−1 < t < tζ , the PI is then:
J(x(t), u(t)) =
Z∑
ζ=1
∫ tζ
tζ−1
Fqζdt. (49)
The optimal control problem is to drive the states from x(t0) =
[−8,−8]T at t0 = 0 to the origin at tZ = 2 such that the PI in
(49) is minimized subject to (47) and constraints on u due to
Uq (which is not the same for all values of q). The Aq , Bq , Sq,
Rq , and Uq are listed in Appendix F along with the state-space
partition boundary equations. In this 11 state-space regions
problem, all the switches are autonomous. At the switching
surfaces both the vector fields and the performance index are
nonsmooth, which is problematic for traditional optimization
methods such as SQP.
The optimization algorithm in [5] can be summarized as
follows:
1) Choose a feasible sequence of discrete states (adjacent
regions) and an appropriate number of switching points
(switching time and the value of the state at the switch)
on the switching manifolds.
2) Find the optimal value for the continuous control u(t)
by solving a set of traditional optimization problems for
which the switching points provide the fixed initial and
final states and times.
3) Determine the gradient of the PI at the (autonomous)
switching points.
4) Based on the gradient computed in Step 3 and the local
geometry of the switching manifolds around the switch-
ing point, determine the next sequence of the discrete
states (regions) and switching points.
5) Stop if the next switching points are within a certain
tolerance of the current ones otherwise return to Step 2.
In our view, Step 4 is the critical step and the main insight
of Passenberg et al. In particular, by separating the computa-
tion of the continuous controls from the computation of the
switching points, the nonsmoothness at the switching points is
completely avoided. Passenberg et al. [4] reported a solution
cost of 14.69 for the example with 172 nonuniform time
partitions; the solution trajectory is shown in Fig. 810.
In our previous work [13], [25] we showed that problems
involving a-modes, i.e., autonomous switches, can be solved
using traditional mathematical programming methods (in par-
ticular, SQP) without any special consideration of the switches
and the nonsmoothness associated with them. However, if
10Passenberg supplied their trajectories in [4] for Fig. 8 through personal
correspondence.
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Fig. 8. Autonomous switched system with 11 a-modes state path through
the labeled state-space partitions: (—) simulation, (•) states from traditional
numerical programming solution with 172 uniform time partitions, ()
Passenberg et al. solution [4].
applied to the example above, the direct application of SQP
results in a slightly suboptimal solution.
To evaluate our approach, we first applied traditional nu-
merical programming as suggested in [13] with 172 uniform
length partitions; for better numerical solution behavior, Bq
and Rq were scaled so that the continuous controls, u, lie in
[−1, 1]×[−1, 1] for each q. Since all switches are autonomous,
no embedding in the vein of [25] is necessary. Starting
from an initial guess obtained using continuation [40] (which
is initialized using Step 4 in Appendix B), we obtained a
numerical optimization cost of 14.71 and simulated plant cost
with the computed piecewise continuous controls of 14.81,
slightly larger than the Passenberg et al. cost of 14.69.
This solution can be improved by accounting for the (dis-
continuous) transitions across the switching manifolds. To
explicitly account for region transitions, we identified the
time partitions in which they occur, estimated the crossover
times, appropriately subdivided each identified partition into
two of unequal lengths, and then re-optimized. This resulted
in a numerical programming cost of 14.69 and simulation
cost of 14.71 after 10 iterations on the estimated crossover
times, which is consistent with Passenberg et al. reported cost.
As an alternative, once the sequence of the discrete states
is computed, methods that solve the hybrid optimal control
problem assuming a known sequence of discrete states [2],
[31], [42] can be used to compute the optimal switching points.
The trajectory given by Passenberg et al. and the one
obtained in the research reported herein using 172 uniform
time partitions are plotted in Fig. 8; one observes the closeness
of the trajectories computed by each of the two algorithms,
Passenberg et al. and ours. The authors would like to acknowl-
edge that the algorithm of Passenberg et al. has an advantage
due to the explicit handling of the switching- or discontinuity-
manifolds. In order for classical optimization such as SQP (as
asserted in [13]) to obtain similar results, transitions across
discontinuity manifolds must be properly accounted for. Please
note MPP, MIP [6], and CPLEX are not applied to this problem
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because they do not allow for switched PI penalty weights.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The six recently published hybrid optimal control problem
examples presented demonstrate the differences and similari-
ties between the embedding approach, MPP, MIP (MIP [6] and
CPLEX), and gradient based methods as well as the applica-
bility of traditional numerical programming to autonomously
switched systems. Table VI lists key differences between
the various SOCP solution approaches. From the table, the
embedding approach addresses a wider class of problems, does
not require a specialized solver to implement, does not require
additional variables for autonomous switches, and does not
require supplying an initial mode sequence.
The embedding approach produced lower performance in-
dex costs than all the other optimization methods and found
control solutions when other methods failed. It is noted
however that in the presence of autonomous switches this
typically requires a finer time partition. The projected embed-
ding produced lower PI costs than the other methods except in
two cases: the 25 partition prediction horizon spring-mass and
modified-spring-mass examples in which CPLEX produces the
lower costs. The difference here is attributable to two factors:
(i) the mode and control projection causing an increase in
cost over the embedded cost beyond that of the CPLEX cost,
and (ii) the presence of autonomous switches. In regards to
point (ii), an optimal state value (as determined by CPLEX)
is at the autonomous switch value and this concurrence is
avoided by the numerical solver used by the embedding
approach. This brings up an important consideration. MPP,
MIP [6] and CPLEX explicitly parameterize regions of a
controlled vector field associated with autonomous switches
and hence explicitly deal with the discontinuity that results
from an autonomous switch. In contrast the Jacobian used
for the embedding method is discontinuous causing errors in
the descent to the optimum. This suggests that an area of
future research is a marriage of the embedding approach with
a parameterization of the regions associated with autonomous
switches as is done in MIP would result in a superior algorithm
with superior convergence properties. These observations are
further born out by the comparison with the 11 autonomous-
mode switched system which did not require an embedding.
In that comparison, we again found the solution cost obtained
with a hybrid minimum principle to be slightly less than
that using traditional numerical programming; the important
insight is that the numerical algorithm must account for
discontinuities in the vector fields either implicitly or explicitly
as is done in [4], [5]. However, we should stress that the
basic implementation of the embedding approach as used in
this paper produced solutions that were very close to those
obtained by these specialized approaches; given its favorable
computational complexity and ease of implementation, the em-
bedding approach is thus particularly attractive for engineering
applications.
With regards to solution times, the embedding approach
gave faster total solution times except in the case of CPLEX
for the 3 partition spring-mass and 6 partition boost converter
problems. In regards to real-time implementation, the embed-
ding method must solve the optimization on-line whereas MPP
looks up pre-computed feedbacks and critical regions stored
in a data base and applies them directly.
Finally, the spring-mass example with N = 25 demonstrates
the need for research to easily construct mode and control
projections that better approximates the embedded solution.
The chattering lemma provides a methodology for this to any
degree of desired accuracy as is currently being investigated11
to better approximate the embedded solution.
APPENDIX A
DYNAMICS VECTOR FIELDS
In regards to the piecewise C1 vector fields, we as-
sume that the domain Rn × Rm is partitioned into a finite
number of nonempty disjoint smooth submanifolds Gi (i =
1, . . . , dG). Each submanifold Gi has co-dimension pi ≥ 0.
When pi > 0, Gi is described by a pair of C1 functions
σi : R
n → Rpi and βi : Rn × Rm → Rqi (qi >
0), where the Jacobian ∂σi/∂z has full rank everywhere.
Let Si = {(z, u) ∈ Rn × Rm|σi(z) = 0, βi(z, uk) < 0}
(the inequalities are taken component-wise), ∂Si =
{(z, u) ∈ Rn × Rm|σi(z) = 0, βi(z, uk) = 0} and S¯i = Si ∪
∂Si. We then define Gi = Si \ Mpi where Mk = ∪
pi>k
S¯i.
When pi = 0, the construction of Gi is analogous, except
that the function σi is absent. In both cases, we define the
boundary of Gi to be ∂Gi = S¯i\Gi. For each k ∈ {1, . . . , dv},
the vector field fk(x, uk) is C1 on each submanifold Gi and
if (x, uk) ∈ Gi then fk(x, uk) is tangent to Gi at (x, uk).
The trajectory (x(t), uk(t)) can only leave Gi through ∂Gi.
Since discontinuities in fk(z, uk) determine the autonomous
switches and the boundary points in ∂Gi depend on uk,
we need to impose conditions that prevent instantaneously
reversible switches due to changes in uk. Formally, if for some
state value x0 ∈ Rn there exists values of the control input
u0 and uij so that (z0, u0) ∈ Gi and (z0, uij) ∈ ∂Gi, and at
(z0, uij) a switch occurs from Gi to Gj , then it is not possible
to switch from Gj to Gi at the point (z0, ·) for any value of
control uk.
APPENDIX B
MATLAB EMBEDDING SOLUTION APPROACH
ALGORITHM
Here we outline the steps to solve a hybrid optimal control
problem with the embedding approach using MATLAB’s
fmincon function or equivalent.
1) (For continuous-time optimal control problem.) Trans-
form the continuous-time embedded system dynamics
into discrete time using the lengths of the prediction hori-
zon partitions and either the forward-Euler, backward-
Euler, or direct collocation with triangular basis func-
tions [13] methods. The resulting discretized embedded
optimal control problem dynamics are a series of nonlin-
ear equalities.
11Research in this area is currently ongoing at University of California-
Berkeley, see arXiv:1208.0062.
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TABLE VI
HYBRID OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM SOLUTION APPROACHES KEY DIFFERENCES (GDB IS GRADIENT-DESCENT BASED METHODS).
Characteristic Embedded MPP MIP [6] CPLEX GDB [2]/[3]
General nonlinear control models allowed Yes No No No Yes/Yes
Switched PI weights allowed Yes No No No No/No
Utilizes traditional numerical programming Yes No No No No/No
Computational complexity is NP-hard and rises exponentially with no. of modes No Yes Yes Yes No/No
Autonomous switches need discrete states assigned No Yes Yes Yes -/-
Problem initialized with predefined mode sequence No No No No Yes/No
Real-time control implementation Yes Yes No No No/No
Shrinking horizon length Yes No Yes Yes Yes/Yes
Parameter adaptation possible Yes No Yes Yes No/No
2) (For continuous-time optimal control problem.) Dis-
cretize the PI cost over the prediction horizon partitions
using trapezoidal numerical integration.
3) Create equality constraints that enforce any supervisory-
level interconnections and embedded mode value sum
(embedded mode switch values sum to one) at the mid-
point of each MPC partition if the problem was originally
formulated in continuous time or partition boundary if the
problem was given in discrete time.
4) Obtain an initial guess for the fmincon variables to be
solved for: states, algebraic variables, control inputs, and
modes. The initial guess comes from the immediately
previous EOCP solution, i.e., a warm start [43], when
tp0 > t0. For the first EOCP solution, t
p
0 = t0, an
in-house created preprocessing function is used to find
the initial guess. This function works by first solving
the EOCP (to a lower numerical tolerance than normal,
1·10−3 versus 1·10−6) using fmincon for one partition
ahead with a user specified initial guess. Then, partitions
are successively added to the problem, with the EOCP
solved after each addition, until the prediction horizon is
reached. During partition addition, the solution associated
with the previously added partition is carried forward to
populate the initial guess of the current EOCP problem.
5) Solve the EOCP using fmincon.
6) Perform any mode and control projection on the controls
for the first partition of the prediction horizon if the
partition’s EOCP solution is singular.
7) Either obtain a hardware measurement at the end of the
current partition or execute a high accuracy simulation of
the continuous-time switched system with the computed
controls over one partition using MATLAB’s ode23t
function.
8) Slide the starting time of the prediction horizon ahead
one partition. If the end of the simulation is not reached,
return to Step 4.
APPENDIX C
SPRING-MASS PIECE-WISE DYNAMICS
The discrete-time matrices for the spring-mass system are
in the form
Ai =
[
ai11 a
i
12
ai21 a
i
22
]
, Bi =
[
bi1
bi2
]
Fi =
[
f i1
f i2
]
.
For i = 1: a111 = 0.9904, a112 = 0.01982, a121 = −a112, a122 =
−3.965 · 10−4, b11 = 9.558 · 10
−3
, b12 = a
1
12, and F1 = −B1.
For i = 2: a211 = 0.9716, a212 = 0.01946, a221 = −0.05837,
a222 = −1.169 · 10
−3
, b21 = 9.474 · 10
−3
, b22 = a
2
12, f
2
1 =
−0.07105, and f22 = −0.1459. For i = 3: a311 = 0.8956,
a312 = 0.3774, a
3
21 = −a
3
12, a
3
22 = 0.5183, b
3
1 = 0.1044,
b32 = 0.3774, and F3 = −B3. For i = 4: a411 = 0.6992,
a412 = 0.3463, a
4
21 = −1.039, a
4
22 = 0.3529, b
4
1 = 0.1003,
b42 = a
4
12, f
4
1 = −0.7519, and f42 = −2.597.
APPENDIX D
DC-DC BOOST CONVERTER PIECE-WISE DYNAMICS [9]
The linear DC-DC boost converter dynamics for each duty
cycle interval were developed using the procedure outlined
in [9]. First, the duty cycle is divided into three regions: D0 =
[0.0.45], D1 = [0.45, 0.6], and D2 = [0.6, 0.95]. Second,
the allowable initial state conditions are specified. The scaled
inductor current, i′l = il/vs, initial condition is taken to lie
in [0, 0.03] A/V while the scaled output voltage, v′o = vo/vs,
initial condition is on [0, 1.6]. Third, the simulation data for
a duty cycle interval is generated. The duty cycle, inductor
current, and output voltage intervals are discretized using five
evenly spaced points, then all possible combinations of the
points are simulated over a time interval of ts duration using
(29). Mariehoz et al. [9] do not provide the inductor current or
output voltage intervals nor do they give the number of points
in the discretization of the intervals. Fourth, the simulation data
is fit to (36) using least squares. The resulting linear models
associated with the duty cycle intervals have the form
Am,i =
[
ai11 a
i
12
ai21 a
i
22
]
, Bm,i =
[
bi1
bi2
]
Fm,i =
[
f i1
f i2
]
.
For i = 1: a111 = 0.9874, a112 = −0.1426, a121 = 0.2835,
a122 = 0.9939, b
1
1 = 0.02828, b
1
2 = 9.680·10
−3
, f11 = 0.01347,
and f12 = 3.736 · 10−3. For i = 2: a211 = 0.9862, a212 =
−0.01184, a221 = 0.2342, a
2
22 = 0.9949, b
2
1 = 0.02000, b
2
2 =
−9.690 · 10−3, f21 = 0.01431, and f22 = 0.01074. For i = 3:
a311 = 0.9872, a
3
12 = −5.600 · 10
−3
, a321 = 0.1109, a
3
22 =
0.9965, b31 = 0.01999, b
3
2 = −0.01526, f
3
1 = 9.339 · 10
−4
,
and f32 = 0.01477.
APPENDIX E
SKID-STEERED VEHICLE HYBRID SYSTEM
DYNAMICS [23]
Skid-steered vehicle mode 2 (front wheels sticking laterally
and back wheels skidding laterally) and 3 (front wheels skid-
ding laterally and back wheels sticking laterally) dynamics12
12Caldwell supplied the mode 2 and 3 dynamics through personal corre-
spondence.
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from [23] are given next. Mode 2 dynamics, f2, are
X¨(t) =
1
M
{
(F1 + F2 + F3 + F4) cos(θ(t))
+
µKMg
2
sin(θ(t))v2,y
+
1
a
sin(θ(t))[b(F1 − F2 − F3 + F4) +
µKMga
2
v2,y ]
− 12J sin(θ(t))[b(F1 − F2 − F3 + F4) + a
2µKMgθ˙(t)
+α2 + β2]/(a12KJ )} − c2X˙(t)
(50)
Y¨ (t) = [X˙(t) + tan(θ(t))Y˙ (t)]θ˙(t)
+
1
aM
sin(θ(t)) tan(θ(t))[b(F1 − F2 − F3 + F4)
+
aµKMg
2
v2,y ]
−
tan(θ(t))
M
[−(F1 + F2 + F3 + F4) cos(θ(t))
−
µKMg
2
sin(θ(t))v2,y ]−
1
2aM12KJ
γ2 − c2Y˙ (t)
(51)
θ¨(t) = −12[b(F1 − F2 − F3 + F4) + a
2µKMgθ˙(t)
+ α2 + β2]/(12KJ )
(52)
where M = mb + 4mw, J is from (44),
α2 =− aMX˙(t)(µKg sin(θ(t))− cos(θ(t))θ˙(t)) (53)
β2 =aMY˙ (t)(µKg cos(θ(t)) + sin(θ(t))θ˙(t)) (54)
γ2 =[12(J + 2a
2M)− 12J cos(2θ(t))]
× sec(θ(t))[b(F1 − F2 − F3 + F4) + a
2µKMgθ˙(t)
+ α2 + β2]
(55)
KJ =J +Ma
2 (56)
v2,y =− sin(θ(t))X˙(t) + cos(θ(t))Y˙ (t) + aθ˙(t). (57)
Mode 3 dynamics, f3, are
X¨(t) =
1
M
{
(F1 + F2 + F3 + F4) cos(θ(t))
−
µKMg
2
sin(θ(t))v3,y
−
1
a
sin(θ(t))[b(F1 − F2 − F3 + F4) +
aµKMg
2
v3,y ]
+ 12J sin(θ(t))[b(F1 − F2 − F3 + F4) + a
2µKMgθ˙(t)
α3 + β3]/(a12KJ )} − c3X˙(t)
(58)
Y¨ (t) = [X˙(t) + tan(θ(t))Y˙ (t)]θ˙(t)
−
1
(aM)
sin(θ(t)) tan(θ(t))[b(F1 − F2 − F3 + F4)
+
aµKMg
2
v3,y ]
−
tan(θ(t))
M
[−(F1 + F2 + F3 + F4) cos(θ(t))
+ µKMg sin(θ(t))v3,y ] +
1
2aM12KJ
γ3 − c3Y˙ (t)
(59)
θ¨(t) = −12[b(F1 − F2 − F3 + F4) + a
2µKMgθ˙(t)
+ α3 + β3]/(12KJ )
(60)
with α3 = −α2, β3 = −β2, and
γ3 =[12(J + 2a
2M)− 12J cos(2θ(t))]
× sec(θ(t))[b(F1 − F2 − F3 + F4) + a
2µKMgθ˙(t)
+ α3 + β3]
(61)
v3,y =sin(θ(t))X˙(t)− cos(θ(t))Y˙ (t) + aθ˙(t). (62)
APPENDIX F
11-REGION AUTONOMOUS SWITCH EXAMPLE DYNAMICS
AND STATE-SPACE DIVISIONS [4], [5]
Passenberg et al. [4] 11-region autonomous switched system
problem matrices and state-space partition division lines are
listed here13. For the q-th autonomous mode, Bq is a 2 × 2
identity matrix (except for q = 10, then B10 = [ 1 01 0 ]),
Sq = diag(sq, sq), Rq = diag(rq , rq) (except for q = 10,
then R10 = diag(1, 0)), and
Aq =
[
aq
11
aq
12
aq
21
aq
22
]
The control limits are Uq ∈ [−2, 2] × [−2, 2] for q ∈
{1, . . . , 7, 9, 11}, U8 ∈ [−1, 1] × [−1, 1], and U10 ∈
[−10, 10] × [−1, 1]14. For q = 1: a111 = −1, a112 = 0.5,
a121 = −2, a
1
22 = −1, s1 = 0.6, r1 = 1. For q = 2: a211 = −1,
a212 = −2, a
2
21 = 0.5, a
2
22 = −0.1, s2 = 1, r2 = 1. For
q = 3: a311 = −0.5, a
3
12 = −0.1, a
3
21 = −0.1, a
3
22 = −0.1,
s3 = 0.5, r3 = 0.1. For q = 4: a411 = −0.5, a412 = −3,
a421 = 0.5, a
4
22 = −1, s4 = 0.5, r4 = 0.1. For q = 5:
a511 = −2, a
5
12 = −2, a
5
21 = 0.5, a
5
22 = −2, s5 = 0.1,
r5 = 0.1. For q = 6: a611 = −0.1, a612 = 0.2, a621 = −2,
a622 = −2, s6 = 8, r6 = 1. For q = 6: a611 = −0.1, a612 = 0.2,
a621 = −2, a
6
22 = −2, s6 = 8, r6 = 1. For q = 7: a711 = −0.5,
a712 = −2, a
7
21 = 0.5, a
7
22 = −1, s7 = 1, r7 = 0.5. For q = 8:
a811 = −0.5, a
8
12 = −1, a
8
21 = 5, a
8
22 = −0.5, s8 = 0.1,
r8 = 0.1. For q = 9: a911 = −0.1, a912 = 0.5, a921 = −0.5,
a922 = −0.2, s9 = 10, r9 = 1. For q = 10: a1011 = −4, a1012 = 2,
a1021 = 0, a
10
22 = −4, s10 = 2. For q = 11: a1111 = −1, a1112 = 1,
a1121 = 1, a
11
22 = −2, s11 = 2, r11 = 1.
Next, the lines separating the state-space regions are defined.
Line 1: x1 = −3, x2 ∈ [−4,−2]. Line 2: x1 = −5, x2 ∈
[−7,−3]. Line 3: x2 = −x1 − 14, x1 ∈ [−7,−6]. Line 4:
x2 = −7, x1 ∈ [−10, 5]. Line 5: x2 = −0.5x1 − 5.5, x1 ∈
[−10,−3]. Line 6: x2 = −4, x1 ∈ [−3, 5]. Line 7: x2 =
2x1 − 4, x1 = [−1.5, 0]. Line 8: x2 = 0, x1 ∈ [−10,−5].
Line 9: x2 = −x1 − 5, x1 ∈ [−5,−3]. Line 10: x2 = −2,
x1 ∈ [−3, 0]. Line 11: x2 = −x1 − 2, x1 ∈ [0, 2]. Line 12:
x2 = x1−2, x1 ∈ [0, 4]. Line 13: x2 = 2, x1 ∈ [4, 5]. Line 14:
x2 = 0.8x1 + 4, x1 ∈ [−5, 0]. Line 15: x2 = −0.5x1 + 4,
x1 ∈ [0, 4].
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